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A brief introduction



A little bit of history

V1 V2 V3….

When Before Now The future

Levels

Level often indicated by title

Years of experience often used as a 
proxy to determine a team 

member’s seniority/responsibility 
level etc. 

We have a progression framework with 2 
tracks giving people the choice of 

becoming an IC (individual contributor) or 
a People Manager

We have lots of levels (not just 
junior-mid-senior-head of)

Levels are determined using categories: 
Knowledge, Delivery, Communication & 

Leadership

Role-specific progression 
frameworks that align closely to 

each role for better clarity on what 
is expected at each level.

This will be ongoing and never 
ending!



What we’re trying to achieve with our framework

1. Giving all team members an idea on their current level within the business and what is expected of 
them, the framework used to determine this and finally a clear line of sight on future progression 
and compensation

2. Ensuring Charlie takes a consistent approach to performance and pay

3. Improving clarity on what level to hire people into the business at



Our approach

A lot of this work has been done before by the likes of Spotify, Songkick, and Monzo.

We’ve adapted, evolved and combined aspects of some of their work with our own thinking and 
Charlie-specific context to create our own framework that feels true to us. 

This framework - combined with our High Performance Behaviours - is what we’ll be calling our High 
Performance Framework. We use both of these as tools to ensure people have every opportunity to 

succeed and flourish - whatever level they’re at. 🚀

If you want to geek out and read about all the different frameworks then have a poke around this website: 
www.progression.fyi

https://www.progression.fyi/


Charlie makes HR effortless
Bring clarity to HR chaos. Automate your HR tasks 
and get the time, headspace and tools you need to build 
an engaged and high-performing team.

• Automate your HR. All of it. 
From hard work to clockwork – Charlie saves you hours  
on HR tasks, every single week. Set it up once, never  
touch it again.

• Harness the power of your people. 
Less guesswork, more impact. Get reliable, proven tools that 
help you maximise your team's potential (without maximising 
your workload).

• Plan, measure and report on your impact. 
From behind the scenes, to centre stage. Identify action areas, 
drive real change and then report on the results.

Try for free

https://www.charliehr.com/
https://www.charliehr.com/join?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=direct&utm_campaign=prog-framewrk-slides


One-to-one People support that 
delivers real impact
HR Advice is a bespoke support service that  
helps small companies and startups achieve their  
People goals. 

• Get fully compliant (and competitive) 
Work with our advisors to upgrade your policies and contracts 
while creating a progressive company handbook that enables 
high-impact work.

• Craft a culture that unlocks performance 
Tap into the industry expertise you need to build a truly 
fulfilling work environment, where your team always feels 
supported and engaged.

• Be ready for any HR challenge 
Get unlimited support with whatever HR challenge you're 
facing (all while levelling up your skills for the future).

Your HR 
advice team

Book a free call

https://info.charliehr.com/hr-advice-book-call?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=direct&utm_campaign=prog-framewrk-slides
https://www.charliehr.com/


Part 1:
To manage or not

to manage?



Are you a People Manager or Individual Contributor?

Our progression framework has levels which are broken down into 
two different tracks. To work out which you are, ask yourself the 
following questions:

Track 1 - Individual Contributor - IC1-IC7.
● “Do I want to build bigger and better systems and 

processes?”
● “Do I want to become a thought leader and specialist in my 

role?”

Track 2 - People Management - Lead to Director level.
● “Do I want to manage bigger and better teams?” 
● “Do I want to focus on hiring, team organisation, and helping 

people progress in the business?”

Different people will naturally fit or prefer different tracks based on 
personal motivations and preferences. Leadership comes in many 
forms and one path is not superior to another. Management should 
not be seen as a promotion, but a career change.

IC1

IC2

IC3

IC4

IC5

IC6

Manager

Senior 
Manager

Head of

Director of

Individual Contributor People Management

C-Level

IC7



FAQs
Is pay the same for People Managers and Individual Contributors who are at the same level?

● Yes! Pay is equal at each level, regardless of whether you are an IC or People Manager.

If I take the people management track, do I need to do everything at an IC level as well?
● In order to be a People Manager, you do not need match all the skills of an IC at the same level and vice versa. Skills will vary between each 

track at the same level.
● As a People Manager, the amount of IC work you do will go down. You’ll be spending more time on hiring, developing and leading your team 

and less time on actual execution of work yourself. The % time spent on people management activities will vary depending on a number of 
factors such as the amount of direct reports you have, how experienced they are and how much hiring needs to be done. For example (these 
are rough estimates): 

○ 5 direct reports with little experience = 70% People management + 30% IC work
○ 2 direct reports with lots of experience = 20% People management + 80% IC work 

What happens if I want to switch tracks?
● We are very open to the idea that people could switch tracks (N.B. this is dependent on business needs or context).
● For example: 

○ You could be an IC4 and then decide that you may like to explore people management (and the business situation permits that). The 
expectation is that you will start to hone your people management skills at a Manager level

○ It’s important to note changing track won’t manifest itself as a drop in salary, nor immediate title change. It will not be viewed as a 
demotion!

● What level you move to on your new track will be discussed on a case by case basis dependent on prior experience.



Part 2:
What are levels?



Levels

IC1

IC2

IC3

IC4

IC5

IC6

Lead

Manager

Head of

Director

We have created a framework that defines expectations at each 
level to differentiate between them. To break down these 
expectations, we’re using the following categories:

1. Knowledge
2. Delivery
3. Communication & Leadership

This is to ensure people know what good looks like at a particular 
level.

This is a level



Sub-levels

0

1

2

Within each level there are sub-levels (0,1,2). We ask ourselves: “How 
established are you in the role at Charlie?”

0 = New
● New to that level
● Doing everything in that level and below (e.g. a 2.0 is doing 

everything in level 1 and 2)

1 = Established
● Starting to take on half the competencies of the level above

2 = Pushing for next level
● Comfortable with most of the competencies in the level 

above

Think of this as a decimal point in levels e.g. The next level up from ‘IC3.2’ 
would be ‘IC4.0’

(N.B. The idea of sub-levels is based around TRM (task-relevant maturity) 
which you can read more about here)

IC1

IC2

IC3

IC4

IC5

IC6

Manager

Senior 
Manager

Head of

Director of

https://medium.com/@ameet/task-relevant-maturity-aff122fb535f


Part 3:
So what level am I? 



How do we level everyone?

We went through a process in April 2019 where we rolled out the framework and levelled everyone currently at the 
business. Since then, anyone who joins the business is levelled during the interview process. 

When we make an offer to anyone thinking about joining Charlie, we always tell them what level and sub-level their offer 
is. We have salary data attached to every level and sub-level across all roles so that is also how your salary is decided. You 
can read more about this in our pay & promotion policy. 



How do I reach the next level?
● First and foremost every person at Charlie is accountable for their own development through the levels
● To reach the next level you need to be nailing everything in the level above before you can move into it; 

levels are cumulative so each each subsequent level encompasses those preceding it.
○ For example, if you are a IC2.1, then you are starting to tick some of the boxes at IC3.

● You will work with your manager to determine what areas you need to develop to reach the next level and 
track them using a PDP (Personal Development Plans).

N.B. Remember the framework is a guide and not a checklist so a common sense approach should be taken when using it.

IC1 IC2.1 IC3

FAQs

Areas to develop



What if I have different skill levels across different categories?
● We expect this to be the case for some people. For example, you may be an IC4 in Knowledge 

but an IC3 in Communication & Leadership. The job of a manager is to ensure that each direct 
report is recognised at the most accurate level for their unique skill set and contributions.

How long will it take me to progress?
● The framework represents a lifetime's worth of progression. While time taken to progress will vary 

between individuals, people shouldn’t expect to jump through all the levels in a few years. Here is 
a great article on how to think about your career progression.

● As seniority increases, time to move up levels will also increase e.g. IC1 to IC2 may only take 1 
year, IC2 to IC3 may take longer etc. Remember this will vary from person to person so should only 
be taken as guide for this first progression framework.

FAQs

https://medium.com/career-and-motivation/how-to-think-about-your-career-e3595add4186
https://medium.com/career-and-motivation/how-to-think-about-your-career-e3595add4186


How often will my level and/or sub-level be reviewed?
● You level and sub-level is reviewed every 4 months
● You can find out more about how this process in our pay & promotion policy
● You will not change level or sub-levels at every possible review point!
● Outside of the more formal 4-month review cycle, there will continue to be monthly 1-1s to check-in on progress 

FAQs

4-month review cycle 4-month review cycle 4-month review cycle

February June October

Monthly 1-1 
with your 
manager

Monthly 1-1 
with your 
manager

Monthly 1-1 
with your 
manager

Monthly 1-1 
with your 
manager

Monthly 1-1 
with your 
manager

Monthly 1-1 
with your 
manager

Monthly 1-1 
with your 
manager

Monthly 1-1 
with your 
manager

Monthly 1-1 
with your 
manager



Levels and salaries
Where do you get salary data from?

● Salaries are benchmarked externally using market data to ensure we are paying fairly.
● We work with the People Collective to check this data every 12 months.

How are salaries calculated?
● Step 1: We work out our salaries for each level by recording the lower (IC1) and upper (Director) bounds for a specific role.
● Step 2: We then calculate the salaries in between these two points by applying a multiplier for each level.

○ The multiplier used at each level is the same no matter what role you are in. Remember no track is superior to another.
■ E.g. a multiplier of 0.1 is applied when moving between IC1 and IC2 for all roles

○ As you progress through the tracks the multiplier increases as we expect you to spend a longer time at each of the higher levels and take on more 
responsibility.

○ For some roles, market pay fluctuates more often so we may occasionally have to make manual adjustments but we will generally always stick to the 
above method to calculate salary bandings.

What salary bands will I see?
● Your manager will share with you the salary band for your current level and the 2 sub-levels above so you have visibility on what future compensation may look like 

throughout your time at Charlie.

How often is your salary reviewed?
● Your salary will be reviewed every 3 months as part of the review cycle.
● There is no expectation to have a salary raise at each review point. 
● No adjustments will be made outside of the official review cycles.

What are re-levellings vs. promotions?
● Re-levellings are any moves between any sub-levels
● Promotions are specifically  when someone moves into the next whole level, e.g. an IC2.2 to a IC3 where their title will also change and we announce this to the 

whole company 

https://www.peoplecollective.io/


Part 4:
Introducing our progression 

framework







We believe that titles typically serve three purposes:

1. Helping people understand that they are progressing
2. Clarifying someone’s role within the business i.e. are they a manager or Individual 

Contributor at Charlie?
3. Communicating an expected competency level to others

● To make clear distinctions between job titles for the two tracks (IC vs People Management), we 
have introduced various patterns that titles progress through. The purpose of these is to make 
sure titles are distinguishable and feel equally weighted.

● Remember when comparing the same level across the two tracks, neither is superior and we 
hope the titles reflect this

● For the full list of titles, you can head here and choose the one appropriate to your level

Levels and titles

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LvaDEYynbOBHRbfaOhDRTaHe79JeC_bLa8EnFSzlCgA/edit#gid=2003110607


Part 5:
What about our High 

Performance Behaviours?



Charlie’s High Performance Behaviours

Engaging in team and company 
discussions where you might feel 
out of your depth

Picking up and getting involved 
in work that gets you out of your 
comfort zone

Acquiring new skills and/or 
knowledge that allow you to push 
yourself and grow within your role

Bringing energy to meetings 
Offering solutions to others’ 
challenges 

Starting discussions from a place 
of possibility rather than 
impossibility

Finding moments to support 
others in the business, personally 
or with their work

Knowing when, where and how 
you work best to ensure you’re 
using your energy in the best way 

Questioning if there’s a faster or 
more efficient way to achieve 
your desired outcome

Meeting expectations as to when 
results or goals should be hit

Looking for ways to be more 
productive with your time 

Looking to others both in and 
outside the business to be 
challenged on your hypotheses 
and assumptions 

Being open-minded to new ideas 
and never inflexible with your 
own

Taking responsibility when you 
fall short of expectations

Being receptive to feedback and 
actively seeking it



How Charlie’s High Performance Framework works

IC1 IC2 IC3/
Lead

IC4/ 
Manager

IC5/
Head of

IC6-7/
Director

Progression Framework:
Knowledge, Delivery and Communication & Leadership
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Charlie’s High Performance Behaviours

Charlie’s High Performance 
Behaviours:

These provide the foundations for 
this framework.
We expect all team members to 
exhibit these behaviours in their 
work, regardless of role or level.



How Charlie’s High Performance Framework works

Charlie’s High Performance Behaviours
These provide the foundations for this framework.

We expect all team members to exhibit these behaviours in their work, 
regardless of role or level.

IC1 IC2 IC3/
Lead

IC4/ 
Manager

IC5/
Head of

IC6-7/
Director

Progression Framework:
Knowledge, Delivery and Communication & Leadership

High Performance = Results/Output

Our view is that we should focus on the process 
which produces results and not on results in 
themselves. 

That’s why we believe it’s much better to focus 
on the progression framework in combination 
with our High Performance Behaviours, and in 
doing so this will lead to the desired results and 
output



Part 6:
The future



The future...

Charlie’s High Performance Behaviours

IC1 IC2 IC3/
Lead

IC4/ 
Manager

IC5/
Head of

IC6/
Director

Progression Framework:
Knowledge, Delivery and Communication & Leadership

Future:
Role-specific framework

Our ultimate goal is to produce competency 
frameworks for each specific discipline that 
align closely to each role for better clarity on 
what is expected at each level.
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Remember this is our V1. It’s not perfect! We 
always want feedback to understand what 
does and doesn’t work so that we can evolve 
the framework in the future. Everyone in the 
team should ask questions, comment, and 
provide feedback to help shape this.



Progression 
Framework


